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In our times, imitation is most often seen as something negative,
as a loss of self. In his tellingly titled The Anxiety of Influence, Harold
Bloom cites a particularly emphatic case of an author’s rejecting any
obligation to his predecessors, “While of course, I come down from
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patron al-Mundhir b. Ya
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The first is modeled on an ode of Ab� Nuw�s
and a declared poetic contest, the second a si-
lent overwriting of al-Mutanabb	’s ode on the
battle of al-�adath, summoning it as “the vo-
cabulary of a second higher power” to invert
a celebration of military victory into one of a
wedding feast. The ode acted as an ideologi-
cal strategy to defend the patron’s peaceful
diplomacy with Saragossa’s two Christian
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a third Christian party, and it responded to
criticism by some Muslim contemporaries.
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dom Ibn Darr�j took in developing the
themes of his subtexts.
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Este artículo analiza las variedades y la fun-
ción de la imitación literaria (mu‘�ra
a) en
al-Andalus a partir de dos poemas que Ibn
Darr�� al-Qas�all	 (m. 421/1030) dedicó a
sus mecenas al-���ib al-Man��r y al-Mun�ir
b. Ya
yà. El primero de ellos imita un poema
de Ab� Nuw�s, en competición poética ex-
plícita con el mismo. El segundo es una imi-
tación no reconocida como tal del poema de
al-Mutanabb	 sobre la batalla de al-�ada�,
que se invoca como “vocabulario de un se-
gundo poder más elevado” para convertir la
celebración de una victoria militar en la de
una boda. Al-Qas�all	 utilizó este segundo
poema como estrategia ideológica para de-
fender la diplomacia pacífica que su mecenas
mantenía con dos vecinos cristianos de Zara-
goza con los que formaba una coalición con-
tra una tercera facción cristiana. Con él res-
pondía a la crítica de la que esta política era
objeto entre ciertos musulmanes. Ambas imi-
taciones muestran la considerable libertad
que Ibn Darr�� se tomó a la hora de desarro-
llar los temas presentes en sus sub-textos.
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the past, the past is my own and not something marked Coleridge [or]
Wordsworth, etc. I know of no one who has been particularly impor-
tant to me...” 1

In Renaissance Europe, however, forms such as the imitatio (or
aemulatio) gave room for a form of originality. Such works affiliated
themselves openly to masterpieces from antiquity as an act of hom-
age. Here the discontinuity created by the gap of a millennium and the
sense of distance felt by Renaissance writers, so argues Thomas
Greene, provided space for self-expression. In his fourfold classifica-
tion of imitations, Greene regards as particularly successful those that
reflect on the imitative act (heuristic imitation) or engage critically
with their subtext (dialectal imitation). Influence here becomes a cre-
ative factor. 2 This is not only true for literature but also painting. To
name but one example, Titian (d. ca. 1576) had painted the Rape of
Europa in 1562 for Philip II of Spain. Seventy years later Peter Paul
Rubens (d. 1640) met with Philip IV of Spain as an ambassador pro-
moting peace for his native Netherlands with Spain. Deeply im-
pressed by Titian’s work, he copied more than thirty of his paintings,
among them the Rape of Europa as well as modeling his portrait of
the Earl of Arundel (1630), on Titian’s portrait of the Duke Francesco
Maria Della Rovere (1537). The English Earl was not at all displeased
with being the subject of an emulated portrait, but to the contrary felt
flattered by the double affiliation with the illustrious condottiere and
Titian. 3

In the pre-modern Arabo-Persian culture, literature also thrived on
the ongoing debate with its past. Modes of imitation, or the reference
to a specific text, in modern parlance direct intertextuality, fell in
pre-modern Arabic poetics under the two headings of plagiarism (or
borrowing) and emulation. Small discrete references to models lim-
ited to a single verse or a short passage, were labeled sariqa “theft”
or, more neutrally, akhdh “borrowing.” Instances of this were col-
lected from the earliest phases of Arabic literature, then systematized
by the literary critic al-‘Askar	 (d. ca. 395/1005), and finally received
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3 Freedberg, D., “Rubens and Titian: Art and Politics”, in H. Goldfarb et al., Titian
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a solidified terminology in scholastic rhetoric (‘ilm al-bal�gha), be-
ginning with al-Qazw	n	 (d. 739/1338). The bulk of the discussion re-
volved around not just any literary motifs, but those that were neither
commonplace nor rare, falling between these two extremes. A sophis-
ticated system arose, in which the kind of transformation dictated the
aesthetic evaluation of the result. A borrowed motif was considered
not blameworthy, for instance, if it included a change to a different
context, i.e., another poetic genre, if it was combined with a different
motif (talf�q), or if it showed a changed formulation or added rhetori-
cal twist. The Andalusian critic ��zim al-Qar��jann	 (d. 684/1285)
classified the relative success of such an endeavor in relation to the
original on three levels, respectively, as isti�q�q, ishtir�k, in�i���
“greater claim,” “equal participation,” “falling short.” 4 Only a re-
stricted portion of borrowings, those that showed little change or in-
novation, were considered blameworthy. Borrowing ideally germi-
nated creativity.

Another form of theoretical engagement with borrowings were
collections of the sariq�t of particular poets, mostly from the Abbasid
period, such as Ab� Nuw�s (d. ca. 198/813), Ab� Tamm�m (d.
232/845), and al-Mutanabb	 (d. 354/965), the last poet receiving six
monographs on this subject. These consisted rather in establishing
micro-histories on the re-use of discrete motifs than in trying to attach
blame to the poets for doing so.

Yet a further approach to direct literary influence was the discus-
sion of emulations of entire poems (mu‘�ra
a); in poetry this meant
formally the response to a given model in the same rhyme and meter.
This spurred little theoretical attention (as the larger structure of po-
ems seldom entered the purview of critics) with the notable exception
of ‘Abd al-Q�hir al-Jurj�n	 (d. 471/1078), who defined mu‘�ra
a as a
stylistic imitation of a model passage with the goal of outdoing it. He
demanded from an imitation that it furnish more than a replacement
by synonyms or a simple reproduction. 5 In lieu of the scarce discus-
sions by critics, Paul Losensky, in his study of Safavid-Moghul emu-
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bibliography. Note also the critics’ awareness of the accidental confluence of ideas
(taw�rud).

5 Schippers, A., “Mu‘�ra�a”, EI, New Ed., VII, 261; Peled, M., “On the Concept of
Literary Influence in Classical Arabic Criticism”, IOS, XI (1991), 37-46.



lations, finds clues in the etymology of the numerous terms for emu-
lation (istiqb�l, jav�b g�’�, tatabbu‘, iqtid�’, etc.). 6

But the lack of theoretical engagement is balanced by poets’ prac-
tical performance of this form of diachronic dialogue within the
Arabic literary tradition. While agendas and creative range of such
emulations remain to be assessed, the present essay attempts to con-
tribute but a small vignette to this large and as yet uncharted territory.
Emulations, it seems, enjoyed particular popularity in the outskirts of
the Arabo-Persian world, namely in Iran, Moghul India, and Spain.
For Iran and India (where Safavid and Moghul poets were very active
in this respect), Losensky demonstrates that the project of the emula-
tion and the model’s author and incipit were explicitly announced and
became a theme of discussion. This act of direct dialogue with earlier
works was performed variously as an act of homage or bravura, an
unconscious reflex, a patron’s commission, or a test or demonstration
of an aspiring poet in a court majlis.

In the al-Andalus of the waning Cordoban Caliphate (fifth/elev-
enth century), emulation and plagiarism formed a major focus of criti-
cal endeavor. I
s�n ‘Abb�s identifies the regulation of sariqa as one
of the five major issues in Andalusian poetics. Others were a defen-
siveness towards the East and a certain moralistic stance. Ibn
Shuhayd (d. 426/1035) devoted the entire third part of his Treatise on
Familiar Spirits to the subject in order to clear himself of the charge
of plagiarism. 7 In courtly circles, there was a striking frequency of
plagiarism accusations (sariqa/inti��l), even if frequently made for
reasons of self-advancement or artistic competition. They were lev-
eled by poets as well as critics and usually reported as part of literary
anecdotes. Among the victims next to Ibn Shuhayd, are the Eastern
ad�b �‘id al-Baghd�d	 (d. 417/1026) and al-Man��r’s official poet
and secretary Ibn Darr�j al-Qas�all	 (d. 421/1030). 8 As such these oc-
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casions might be relegated to the realm of fiction. But poetic re-
sponses and vindications, such as the ones by Ibn Darr�j and Ibn
Shuhayd vouch for the events’ historicity. 9 The literary business at
the court of al-��jib al-Man��r (r. 368-92/978-1002) was highly reg-
ulated as can be seen from the number of poetic institutions, such as
the d�w�n al-shu‘ar�’, the register of official poets and their stipends,
and the �hib al-inz�l, the official charged with housing visiting
poets. 10 A brilliant military leader and administrator, al-Man��r, a
model patron extensively versed in poetry, would put newly arrived
poets to test and personally preside over the exams. These consisted
of improvisations or emulations of a given model. 11 Exams were also
requested from poets under suspicion of plagiary. The mu‘�ra
a, in
short, was seen as a true test of a poet’s mettle. Ibn Shuhayd in his lost
��n�t ‘A���r cites as proof of the superiority of al-Ra
m�n b. Ab	
l-Fahd over another poet, ‘Ub�da b. M�’ al-Sam�’ (d. 421/1030)
whom the critics of the d�w�n al-shu‘ar�’ had preferred, that “there
was no poem before or after Islam that he had not emulated (‘�ra
a)
or parodied (n�qada).” 12 But poets also performed emulation by
choice. I will focus here on the most illustrious poet of al-Man��r’s
time, whom literary contemporaries and successors saw as the one
best representing the mannerist style then favored, and who enjoyed
an immediate Eastern reception: al-Tha‘�lib	 (d. 429/1038) places
him on par with al-Mutanabb	. 13 Ibn Darr�j produced numerous emu-
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103, cited by Ibn Bass�m, Dhakh�ra, M.‘A. ‘Azz�m et al. (eds.), Cairo, 1364/1945, repr.
1975-79, pt. 1, I, 43-78, esp. 44-5 with further appraisals by the Andalusian historian Ibn
�ayy�n and Ibn Shuhayd. Ibn �azm closes his Epistle on the Merits of al-Andalus, say-
ing Ibn Darr�j alone matched Bashsh�r, Ab� Tamm�m and al-Mutanabb	 combined;
al-Maqqar	, Naf� al-��b, I. ‘Abb�s (ed.), Beirut, 1968, III, 178.



lations, though he was by no means unique in this. 14 His first offering
to al-Man��r in 382/992 (D�w�n, n.º 3) and the triumphal follow-up
ode (D�w�n, n.º 100) to the exam in which he exonerated himself
from plagiary were both emulations of models by his fellow courtier,
the Eastern �‘id al-Baghd�d	. 15 Other odes he fashioned on older
Eastern models, such as Ab� Nuw�s (D�w�n, n.º 78, first example be-
low). His most frequent model however was al-Mutanabb	, providing
the template for his ode celebrating the ‘�mirid clients Mub�rak and
Mu�affar of Valencia (D�w�n, n.º 35), the one marking his arrival at
al-Mundhir b. Ya
y� al-Tuj	b	 of Saragossa (D�w�n, n.º 39) and his
panegyric of this ruler for arranging a marriage contract between his
two neighbors, the counts of Castile and Barcelone, based on
al-Mutanabb	’s ode on the battle of al-�adath (D�w�n, n.º 44, second
example below). Ibn Darr�j, known as a poetic genius in his own
right and credited for his expertise in bad�‘ and virtuosity in motifs,
can be expected to realize whatever potential an emulation offered.
Two examples, based on odes by Ab� Nuw�s and al-Mutanabb	, will
be considered to answer the question of how Ibn Darr�j developed his
models and where he placed the focus of his creativity.

Ab� Nuw�s was popular in the East; his poetry became the subject
of emulations by Ibn Shuhayd, Ibn �ra al-Shantar	n	, Ab� Tamm�m
b. Rab�
 al-�ajj�m and others. 16 When al-Man��r, however, re-
quested an emulation of Ab� Nuw�s from �‘id al-Baghd�d	, who
usually excelled in improvisation, he asked to be excused first in
prose and then in verse:

I shy away, Your Eminence,
from improvising speech on it.

He who cannot be matched upon reflection,
how could he be matched ex tempore?

Ibn Bass�m (d. 542/1147) credits this as a rare candor from a poet
who routinely claimed knowledge he did not possess: “�‘id, despite
his recurring lies, incorrigible disrespectfulness and bad manners,
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took the part of kindness and cleared out of the well-trodden path. Do
you not see him confess his despair at following in the footsteps of
Ab� Nuw�s?” 17 But al-Man��r did not let him off the hook and �‘id
was forced to deliver an attempt the next day. Ibn Bass�m surmises
that the Great Chamberlain wanted to embarrass the poet in the vein
of al-Mutanabb	’s lines:

With luminous Sayf al-Dawla I have reached a height
from which I illuminate what lies between West and East.

When he wants to tug on the beard of a fool,
he shows him my tracks [lit.: my dust] and says “Match [him].” 18

The same test (after others) was given to Ibn Darr�j who lived up
to the task with what Ibn Khallik�n (d. 681/1282) describes as a
qa�da bal�gha. 19 The original poem was a panegyric dedicated to
al-Rash	d’s tax collector in Egypt, al-Kha�	b b. ‘Abd al-�am	d
al-‘Ajam	. It consists of 40 verses of �aw�l rhyming in -�/�ru. 20 The
emulation extends the same prosody to 65 verses. Ibn Darr�j remains
within the same genre, a panegyric ode for the Chamberlain
al-Man��r with its major constituents, a morning of separation motif
featuring a female character, a ra��l episode, praise of the recipient,
and the poet’s voicing his request at the end. 21 Like Ab� Nuw�s, Ibn
Darr�j uses the debate with the female character as a transition to the
journey towards the praised one. But even within this framework, the
poet makes large semantic and structural shifts. The female character
is his wife, not an inaccessible beloved, and he introduces the charac-
ter of an infant son. The wife receives a larger structural role in that
the journey is described to her, soliciting her (imagined) approval,
whereas Ab� Nuw�s inserts the journey in the middle of the praise
section to show his zeal and exertion in reaching the mamd��.
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The longer emulation (in 65 verses) reuses nearly half of the
model’s rhyme words (17). Some of these are left in their original
context: muj�r (Ab� Nuw�s 34/Ibn Darr�j 32) 22 and sar�r (36/48)
both refering to the patron, bud�r (38/33) to his ancestors, and shak�r
(40/57) and jad�r (39/29) both to the poet, though in the last example,
Ibn Darr�j makes the wife pronounce him worthy of his patron, while
Ab� Nuw�s had so declared himself. Yam�r (8/17) in both odes de-
scribes the journey, but Ab� Nuw�s applies it to the melting frost, Ibn
Darr�j to the undulating mirage in the desert heat.

More frequently Ibn Darr�j transfers the rhyme word to a new
agent. Ab� Nuw�s describes the caliph as expert (khab�r, 19/11) of the
patron’s qualities, and Ibn Darr�j his infant son as expert in touching
people’s souls, particularly that of his departing father. Am�r (9/22a),
used for Ab� Nuw�s’s patron, is applied by Ibn Darr�j to himself as a
figurative ruler of the desert and his sword. Ghay�r (1a/16), Ab�
Nuw�s’s epithet for the beloved’s protective father becomes Ibn
Darr�j’s description of his own zeal for doing the opposite, to wit,
abandoning his wife:

Even if she bids me farewell as a jealous [husband] (ghay�ran),
I am zealous (ghay�ru) in my resolve to cause her pain.

A most inventive transfer is 
am�r (5/63); with Ab� Nuw�s it is
his knowledge of people’s hidden thoughts, while Ibn Darr�j employs
its grammatical meaning in an analogy illustrating the service he can
provide for his patron.

These alterations in the detail are magnified at the structural level,
as Ibn Darr�j uses Ab� Nuw�s’s ode as a template for a cohesive dra-
matic scenery. The poet foregrounds his family and the hardship of
pursuing his career far from them by depicting the ra��l as an event
imagined in the poet’s mind through which he hopes to mollify his
wife and gain her blessing for his dangerous quest. The poet with-
stands another test of his resolve in the person of his wailing infant
son. Ab� Nuw�s’s dialogue with an inaccessible beloved is compara-
bly short and does not occupy the entire strophe: the poet’s bids his
beloved a sober farewell (1-4), boasts of his perspicacity in an inde-
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pendent comparison with a female eagle (5-9) and then returns to his
beloved, answering her query why he must go to Egypt by arguing
that he does it for her sake as much as for the recipient’s grandeur
(10-14). This forms the takhallu.

1. Neighbor of our two houses (sc. abode and clan),
your father is jealous, and what little one asks for is difficult.

2. If you are neither friend nor spouse [to me],
curtains will never cease to veil you from me.

3. You are dwelling with a people between whom [and my people]
there is no mutual visiting nor encounter before [the Day of] Resurrection.

4. I am not beholden to love as a predicament
nor does every power rule over me...

10. She from whose house my mount took off
says: “Hard for us to see you go.”

11. Is there no quest for wealth before Egypt?
Certainly, the means of wealth are numerous.

12. I said to her, while her quick [tears] rose and ran down,
blended perfume flowing within them,

13. “Let me make many [women] jealous of you
with a [profitable] journey to a land where al-Kha�	b rules.”

14. If our mounts do not visit the land of al-Kha�	b,
which man shall they visit then?

Ibn Darr�j develops the dialogue into a dramatic skeleton for the
whole strophe: In the opening dialogue he implores his wife to let him
go, depicting the bad effects of staying and the good augury of travel-
ing (1-5) and further entreats her to let him brave dangers that will ul-
timately lead to his and her safety and prosperity (6-8). A narrative
episode depicts him as resisting his pleading wife and crying infant
son and following his ambition (9-15). With an imagined journey the
poet virtually justifies himself for leaving his wife, admitting marital
jealousy but choosing hardship over injustice. In two conditional
clauses (spanning 17-21 and 23-30) he resolves the apparent contra-
diction by stating that if only his spouse could see him, she would
support his decision (16-21).

1. Let the resolutions of the mistreated one
go and enter the high and low expanses of the desert.
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2. Perhaps through the pang of distance that pains you,
a humble man is ennobled and a prisoner freed.

3. Do you not know that lingering is death,
and that the houses of the weak are tombs?

4. Have you not consulted the omen birds about the nocturnal journey,
and did they not inform you that when they fly to the right they [bring] happi-
ness?

5. She makes me fear the length of the journey,
though [the journey is] an envoi for the hand of the ‘�mirid to be kissed.

6. Let me go to drink the stagnant water of the deserts
on the way to where the water of noble deeds is fresh

7. To catch unawares the days on the way to where
I have a protector from their treachery.

8. For perilous deserts guarantee to him who braves them
that the reward is high.

9. When she approached for the farewell
—her sigh and moan having snatched away my composure—

10. Imploring me in the name of [our] time of love and desire,
while a little one, spoken to softly, [is lying] in the crib,

11. Incapable of returning speech, his sound is felt
in the [vulnerable] spots of souls that love,

12. Making his home in forbidding hearts,
embracing arms and bosoms open for him.

13. So every [woman] with admired décolleté offers it to [him],
and every hallowed beauty dotes on him. 23

14. [Then] I disobeyed the soul’s intercessor on his behalf,
and evening and morning journey led to the habit of nocturnal travel.

15. The wing of desire transported me,
while her sides were shaking from the fear of separation.

16. Even if she bids me farewell as a jealous [husband],
I am zealous in my resolve to hurt her.

17. If she saw me, as the intense heat is scorching me
and the thin mirage is undulating,
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23 Literally a woman about whose décolleté someone said, “May I be its ransom”
ju‘iltu fid�h�, and about whose beauty someone said, “May God preserve it” �ayy�h�
ll�hu.



18. Letting the blistering heat of noon-days reign over a freeborn face,
when the late afternoon is [still] glowing,

19. Breathing wayward scorching winds,
stepping on hard-backed, boiling ground,

20. —For death has many guises in a coward’s life,
and fear is whistling in a brave man’s ear—

21. It would be clear to her that I fear injustice
but I endure the bite of the vicissitudes:

22. [I am] a ruler over death in the waterless waste,
who has no minister, when he is frightened, save for a Mashrafian [sword].

23. If she saw me, nocturnal journey being all my resolve,
my faint sound conversing with the jinns of the desert,

24. Crossing the desert blindly in the twilight of darkness,
with lions growling in the thicket of bushes,

25. When shining stars hovered,
as if they were buxom black-eyed [women] in verdant gardens,

26. And the stars of the [heaven’s] pole circled till they appeared
to be cups of antelopes someone circulated among them,

27. And the paths of the Milky Way fancied they were,
on the jet-black parting of the night, the first white hair,

28. [And if she saw] my gleaming resolve, when darkness was terrifying,
after languor had lowered the eyelids of the stars,

29. [Then] she would be convinced that hope obeys my ambition
and that I deserve the regard of the ‘�mirid,

30. That I stir up by his mention my ambition,
and that I warn the vicissitudes of him.

The ode’s reception preserves in particular those innovative parts.
Al-Tha‘�lib	 and Ibn Bass�m (and following him Ibn Khallik�n) 24

cite the entire departure scene as the longest among several passages.
Ibn Bass�m qualifies the description of the infant son in particular as
unique, and suppresses the fact that the ode is an emulation. Ibn
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24 Al-Tha‘�lib	 (Yat�ma, I, pt. 2, 112-4) cites in one long and slightly trimmed pas-
sage the verses 3-12, 14-20, 23-7 (vv 26 and 27 in reversed order), 29-30, 33-4, 40-2,
45-8, 50-1 and in a second passage 62-4. Ibn Bass�m (Dhakh�ra, pt. 1, I, 65-7) cites
verses 3, 5-6, 8; 9-20; 27-6, 29; 45-9; 60-4. Ibn Khallik�n (Wafay�t, I, 135-9 n.º 56) cites
3, 5-6, 8 and 9-29.



Darr�j also enlarges the praise section by lengthening the ancestral
mad�� (36/33-40) and adding both a religious dimension (the early
support for the Prophet by al-Man��r’s forbears) and a description of
his festive audience (43-54). These passages form the basis for
al-Shaqund	 (d. 629/1231-2), in his Epistle in Defense of al-Andalus,
to pronounce this mad�� as unmatched in the East. Al-Shaqund	 like-
wise dispenses with the fact of the ode’s being an emulation and
states that, if the great �amd�nid could have heard it, it would have
consoled him over the loss of al-Mutanabb	. 25 In this first example,
the emulation request itself is the occasion for the second poem; it is a
poetic act living up to its model. But Ibn Darr�j outdoes it with his
greater dramatic intensity and cohesion. The ode by Ab� Nuw�s was
popular among poets and audiences, but Ibn Darr�j’s emulation
would eclipse its fame and stand on its own in the Andalusian re-
ception.

The second example is an emulation of al-Mutanabb	. This poet
had reached fame simultaneously in the East and al-Andalus; Ibn
Rash	q (d. 456/1063 or 463/1071) described him as superseding all
previous poets. The circulation of his verse is attested by numerous
commentaries by Andalusian scholars of the fifth/eleventh century,
such as al-Ifl	l	 (d. 441/1049) and Ibn S	dah (d. 458/1066), both of
Murcia, and al-A‘lam al-Shantamar	 (d. 476/1083) of the Algarve. 26

He was intensely popular among the petty kings; al-Mu‘tamid b.
‘Abb�d of Seville (r. 461-84/1069-91) esteemed him highly, and the
Af�asid al-Mu�affar of Badajoz (r. 437-60/1045-68) used him as the
touchstone for his own poets, “He whose poetry is not like the poetry
of al-Mutanabb	 shall remain silent” (man lam yakun shi‘ruhu
ka-shi‘ri l-Mutanabb� aw shi‘ri l-Ma‘arr� fa-l-yaskut). 27 Sariq�t of
al-Mutanabb	’s motifs are ubiquitous in Andalusian sources, but
whole emulations, which abounded for Ab� Nuw�s, were rare, for
al-Mutanabb	’s rhetorical complexity and bad�‘ style demanded a
consummate expertise. He became the ultimate challenge for emula-
tors. Ibn Bass�m reports how Ibn Sharaf al-Qayraw�n	 (d. 459/1067)
boasted to his patron Ma’m�n b. Dh	 l-N�n that he could imitate any
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25 Verses cited are 3, 8, 5, 9 (nas�b), 32-3, 38, 45-51 (mad��); al-Maqqar	, Naf�
al-��b, III, 195.

26 Pérès, La poésie, 35-6.
27 Ibidem, 33 and 72.



of the poet’s odes, but failed after strenuous efforts. His patron, fore-
seeing this, had given him as a model the very ode containing the
above-cited verses in which al-Mutanabb	 mocks potential challeng-
ers. Ibn Bass�m further reports how Ibn Rash	q tried matching an-
other ode but realizing his failure wisely remained silent. 28 Ibn Darr�j
is unique for his many odes in which he matched his Eastern name-
sake (see above p. 184). The example treated here derives from the
second part of his career, when he found refuge, after eight years of
wandering, at the court of the Tuj	bid al-Mundhir b. Ya
y� al-Man��r
al-‘�mir	 of Saragossa (r. 400-14/1010-23), where he was placed in
charge of the D�w�n al-ras�’il and composed for this patron a third of
his poetic oeuvre.

Al-Mundhir, who had been much involved (and not always honor-
ably) in the last battles over the crumbling caliphate, proved himself
an astute ruler of the region around Saragossa at the Upper Frontier
(al-Thaghr). He established good diplomatic relationships with his
western neighbor Count (q�mis) Sancho García III of Castile, son of
Ferdinand (Count García Fernández, described in admiring terms by
the historian Ibn �ayy�n, d. 469/1076) and his Eastern neighbor
Ramón Borrell III of Barcelona. They shared a common enemy in the
person of Sancho García of Navarre who sought to broaden his influ-
ence in the North, and who would later take over de facto Castile as
the guardian of Sancho’s minor heir to the throne.

In 1016 or early 1017 under the auspices of al-Mundhir, Sancho of
Castile travelled to Saragossa to meet Ramón Borrell of Barcelona to
sign a contract of marriage (mu�hara) between their children, which
is celebrated by Ibn Darr�j in an ode (D�w�n, n.º 43). The couple,
Sancha of Castile and Berenguer of Barcelone, were both under
twelve years of age at the time and the bride’s father died within a
year. A second ode, to be discussed below, celebrates the moment at
which the Castilian princess arrives from the north-western border in
Saragossa to meet the Catalan delegation and to be conducted
by al-Mundhir to the north-eastern border to meet her groom (D�w�n,
n.º 44). 29
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28 Ibn Bass�m, Dhakh�ra, pt. 4, I, 14-5.
29 On the historical circumstances, see Ibn Darr�j, D�w�n, 64; Ab� �ayy�n, quoted

in Ibn Bass�m, Dhakh�ra, pt. 1, I, 153-5; Viguera, M.ªJ. “La corte tu�	b	 de Zaragoza en
el D	w�n de Ibn Darra�,” in Actas del IV Coloquio Hispano-Tunecino, Madrid, 1983,



The ode’s model is al-Mutanabb	’s celebration of the reconquest
in 343/954 by his patron Sayf al-Dawla of the border fortress of
al-�adath at the northern Arabo-Byzantine frontier. 30 It extols the
Muslim victory and describes in graphic detail the death and destruc-
tion wrought among the Byzantine army. No surviving anecdote men-
tions the fact of the emulation, which has been identified by the
D�w�n’s editor Ma
m�d ‘Al	 Makk	. 31 The prosody of a �aw�l rhym-
ing in -imu is frequent and in itself insufficient to establish a direct
reference, but the high incidence of repeated rhyme words points to a
conscious affiliation to the Eastern classic. Nearly three quarters (34)
of al-Mutanabb	’s 46 rhyme words are re-used in the 111 verses long
emulation. Particularly telling is a cluster of rare rhyme words that is
kept together in the emulation (ma��‘im 30/42, al�dim 31/43, ar�qim
32/41 and 37). Likewise indicative is the reuse of specific images, for
instance, the evocation of the enemy’s foreign languages (tar�jim
19/75). In both odes, a vanquished leader who escapes barely with his
life is described as taking it as his booty (gh�nim 38/76), and the win-
ning action of the mamd�� is cast in the grammatical vocabulary of
verbal apocopation (jaw�zim 13/77). It is a fourth image, however,
that offers the key to why Ibn Darr�j selected this particular ode, to
wit, al-Mutanabb	’s use of the wedding image for the routed
Byzantines:

29. You scattered them across the entire [fortress hill of] U
aydib,
like dirhams are scattered over a bride (‘ar�s).

Ibn Darr�j finds here the core of his theme but flips image and re-
ality, portraying the wedding conversely as a military victory:

61. They [sc. the Muslim swords] became grooms (a‘r�s) and brides (‘ar�’is)
for them, having yesterday spread death and burial among them.
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243-51 (including a partial translation of ode n.º 43, ibidem, 246-7); Makk	, M.‘A., “La
España cristiana en el D	w�n de Ibn Darr��,” Boletín de la Real Academia de Buenas
Letras de Barcelona, 30 (1963-4), 63-104, esp. 88-93 (with a partial translation of the
ode n.º 44, ibid., 91). For the full text, see Appendix 4.

30 Ory, S., “al-�adath,” EI, New Ed., III, 19-20. Al-Mutanabb	, D�w�n, III, 419-26,
n.º 226. See Appendix 4.

31 Ibn Darr�j, D�w�n, 64.



The historian Ibn �ayy�n reports that the monarch’s actions in
serving the interest of Christian kings did not go without criticism. He
defends al-Mundhir’s politics of peace-keeping as a shrewd strategy
to outmanoeuvre a third, more powerful party, namely, the king of
Navarre, Sancho García (r. 1000-1035), who had raised territorial
claims and become a force to reckon with. Ibn �ayy�n does not fail to
mention that God prevented the two Christian rulers from ultimately
benefiting from their alliance, as they both died soon afterwards, fol-
lowed by the death of the still young groom. 32 Ibn Darr�j seems to
have preempted (or reacted to) exactly this sort of criticism. He gives
it a voice within the qa�da as the resistance of the personified
swords, whom al-Mundhir forces to accept and concede that peace is
the greater victory. Finally Ibn Darr�j makes the swords the very pro-
tectors of the wedding’s celebration.

The relevant passage in the praise part of the ode is structured as
follows: generosity and bravery compete over the patron and share him
on alternate days (48-51). On a day of generosity al-Mundhir grants
peace and convinces the recalcitrant swords that mercy is beneficial to
the kingdom and the greater victory (52-8). The swords are then
praised as concluding the wedding (59-62), and al-Mundhir as building
the edifice of the marriage contract (63-8). This isolates the common
enemy Sancho García of Navarre (69-73), whose previous defeat by
al-Mundhir is evoked (74-8). The translation shows Ibn Darr�j’s mas-
tery in compelling the swords to participate in the peaceful ceremony
and reinterpreting the adorning of the bride as a military conquest.

49. For they [sc. generosity and gifts] competed over you with white Indian
[blades] in glorious deeds; competing behooves whoever is close to you.

50. If a witness for your true bravery challenges them [sc. generosity and
gifts], the judge of your just rule, declares them lawful practice,

51. With a day for war and a day for generosity,
none was apportioned too little, nor did a divider cheat.

52. On the day of generosity you were called to peace from enmity and
granted it, and the tapered swords were spited,

53. Keeping the beloved companion from distant exile
—that “companion” being none but war and battles.
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32 Ibn Bass�m, Dhakh�ra, pt. 1, I, 153-5.



54. You had habituated them to feed on predators, and they feared, when
missing these on alternate days, that cattle would claim them.

55. You imposed on them the food of the wolves,
and they were angered by a wolf howling in the darkness, fasting.

56. You made them covet the soul of Ibn Shanj (Sancho García),
so beyond him they allowed peace with whomever you conclude it.

57. Though some mercy is killing and plundering,
and no resolute [man] would reject the profit of war to the realm,

58. The one killed by the sword is food for the wolf,
and the one killed by mercy is a servant to the kingdom.

59. Oh, how excellent are bolts of lightning [sc. swords] that do not cease to
strike unbelief, and from which a rain of peace pours down.

60. Yesterday they severed necks,
today ties of kinship and sacred [bonds] are joined by them.

61. They became grooms and brides for them,
having yesterday spread among them death and burial.

62. Through the contract of an edifice you raised,
and that none on earth but you tears down.

63. Firanja [Barcelona] is its top, Qash�illu [Castile] its base,
and your peace its corner stones and pillars.

64. You gave to the crown of the kingdom the crown of a queen in marriage,
and mighty kings glance yearningly at the double crown.

65. You crowned her [sc. the queen] beyond diadems and peaks
with fluttering [banners] tracked by aging eagles.

66. You adorned her after bracelets and bangles with a finery
whose pearls are shafts [of spears] and severing [swords].

67. You anointed her by the perfume of your mention in the world
with twice of what [incense-bearing] caravans offer her.
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68. You have lined the horizons of the desert for her wedding feast with caval-
ries protecting that which stringers [of pearls] place around her neck.

69. [These are] hopes (munan) that harbor for Ibn Shanj a death (maniyya)
in which a suffocating spirit gargles parting...

The ode’s function as an emulation starkly differs from the first
example. Ibn Darr�j adduces the al-�adath ode as a backdrop, suffus-
ing al-Mundhir’s peaceful diplomatic action with the concept of mili-
tary triumph. This might explain why the fact of the emulation
—however challenging a feat— was not emphasized. The silent reso-
nance of the heroic model would better serve Ibn Darr�j’s agenda.
The famous classic of al-Mutanabb	 then acted as a subtext helping to
stage an occasion where no blood had been spilled as a glorious
victory.

Ibn Darr�j’s ode (which cannot be given full credit here) does not
reduce itself of course to this dimension and provides opportunity for
further inventive parts, such as a long nas�b projecting the lover’s
emotion into a personified lightning bolt (1-9) with a reprise of this
image for the swords in the praise section (59) and a long night of
love (13-41) that reveals itself at the end as a dream (forming the
takhallu). A third feature, in the final section or metastrophe, is the
long sea journey of the poet and his family to the patron (90-102) in
lieu of a direct request.

In the two examples, Ibn Darr�j chooses two distinct avenues of
response to an Eastern classic: the explicit counter-writing of Ab�
Nuw�s as a literary exercise for the sake of professional success and
the tacit summoning of “the vocabulary of a second higher power” 33

to defend a controversial political strategy of his patron. In the first,
the subtext is matched, in the second, turned upside down in order to
celebrate an opposite set of values in the sense of Greene’s dialectical
imitation. Emil Homerin has shown a similar depth of field in Ibn
al-F�ri�’s mystical emulations of al-Mutanabb	. 34 The form of the
mu‘�ra
a, as the case has been made, offered poets a dynamic space
that has only just begun to be explored.
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33 Greene, The Light in Troy, 39.
34 Homerin, E., “Mystical Improvisations: Ibn al-F�ri� plays al-Mutanabb	,” in T.

Bauer and A. Neuwirth (eds.), Ghazal as World Literature I: Transformations of a Liter-
ary Genre, Wiesbaden, 107-23.
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APPENDIX OF ARABIC TEXTS

1. Ode of Ab� Nuw�s for al-Kha�	b (D�w�n, I, 219-26).
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2. Ode of Ibn Darr�j for al-Man��r, (D�w�n, n.º 78).
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3. Ode of al-Mutanabb	 for Sayf al-Dawla (D�w�n, III, 419-36, n.º 226).
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4. Ode of Ibn Darr�j for al-Mundhir (D�w�n, n.º 44).
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